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Moreland City Council is
pleased to introduce our second
Greenhouse Abatement
Strategy Greenhouse Action
Plan (GASGAP), Climate Action
Plan 2007–2012. This document
confirms Council’s commitment
to contributing to the global
response to climate change by
reducing greenhouse emissions
from Council operations and
within the community. By
focusing on our actions today,
we aim to influence tomorrow,
preventing the escalation of
climate change to dangerous
levels and protecting our
community from the most
detrimental impacts of climate
change.

Moreland has a strong
reputation for being a leader on
greenhouse and energy. This
dates back to the 1980’s, prior
to the amalgamations, which
resulted in the creation of
Moreland. At this time, energy
supply departments owned by
the Coburg and Brunswick
Councils established innovative
programs to promote energy
efficiency and renewable
energy, as well as responding to
fuel poverty.

Our community continues to
reap the benefits of the work
undertaken in years gone by.
The energy park, established at
CERES by the Brunswick
Electricity Supply Department
(BESD) continues to educate
people about sustainable
energy. The solar panels
installed on rooftops a decade
ago continue to generate clean
energy today.

After the creation of Moreland
City Council, our support for
sustainable energy continued.
The redevelopment of the
Coburg Civic Centre was
undertaken with energy
efficiency at the centre of
priorities. We installed an
impressive solar pergola which
feeds clean energy back into
the building.

Six years ago we established the
Moreland Energy Foundation
Ltd (MEFL), which has worked
with thousands of Moreland
residents and businesses in
innovative ways to cut electricity
use. As a result, many Moreland
homes and businesses have
made smart energy investments,
keeping bills low and increasing
their comfort.

These positive outcomes
demonstrate the benefits of
taking early action on climate
change. While we are proud of
our past, we cannot afford to
ride the wave of these past
achievements. GASGAP 2001
set an ambitious stretch goal of
zero net emissions, we are
continuing to work towards this
goal. We must look to the
future and find ways of making
more significant in-roads into
greenhouse emission reduction,
continuing the leadership role
within the community.

On behalf of the Moreland City
Council, I am proud to present
to you the Climate Action Plan
2007–2012.

Cr. Mark O’Brien (Mayor)

Mayor’s Foreword

Be Prepared For
Floods

In 2004, Melbourne
experienced a severe
flood due to intense
rainfall over a short
period. Damage to
buildings and
infrastructure cost
millions of dollars for
Councils and residents.

With Melbourne’s
unpredictable weather,
storms can happen
quickly and without
warning. One of the
effects of climate
change is the increased
variability in our
weather patterns. One
in one hundred year
floods are becoming
more severe and
occurring more
frequently, putting
increased pressure on
Council’s infrastructure. 
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Moreland City Council has been
a leader in addressing climate
change and we have made
many achievements since the
first Greenhouse Abatement
Strategy Greenhouse Action
Plan (GASGAP) 2001 was
established. Cost effective
measures such as hot water
timers, energy efficient lighting,
composting and switching to
GreenPower have been
implemented. The Coburg Civic
Centre redevelopment
incorporated more ambitious
sustainability components such
as solar panels, water tanks that
feed amenities and sensor lights
throughout the complex. We
have also consolidated our
depots from three sites to one
and built a significantly more
efficient site at Walter Street in
Hadfield to house depot
operations. 

I would like to thank all of the
staff who have contributed to
the development of Climate
Action Plan 2007–2012, in
particular, Laura Donnellan our
Climate Change Coordinator,
with special thanks to Esther
Abram, Rachel Oliphant, Alan
Pears, MEFL, CERES and the
Moreland Community.

While we have implemented a
number of initiatives, it is now
time to accelerate action.

It is a crucial time for us to
demonstrate leadership in this
area by working within Council
and the community to mitigate
further greenhouse emissions
and to develop adaptation
strategies to deal with
worsening conditions.

Increasingly, the climate change
that has already occurred is
affecting our municipality.
Intense weather conditions,
bringing stronger storms and
longer droughts, are having a
major effect on Council’s local
biodiversity and infrastructure
management such as
stormwater management and
roadways. Long hot summers
put our senior citizens at risk. 

While the challenge is great,
Moreland City Council is not
alone in taking action. We have
the support of a wide range of
community and regional
partners, including MEFL and
CERES who are expert in
implementing action on climate
change. We are part of the
Northern Alliance for
Greenhouse Action (NAGA), a
wider network of Councils
responding to the challenge.
MEFL have been the key driver
in developing the Coburg Solar
Village bid, which, if fully
implemented, will bring millions
of dollars of investment in
renewable energy and
efficiencies to the municipality.

Looking ahead, we have a
number of residential and retail
developments planned within
Moreland which will create
greenhouse emissions, but also
provide opportunities to ensure
that the future built
environment of Moreland needs
less energy to sustain it.
Council’s various roles as
planning authority, major land
owner and advocate for our
community will be brought to
bear in maximising the benefits
from the change our built
environment will undergo. 

Our Commitment
From the CEO

Climate Change
Impacts Our Security
and Prosperity

“We need to treat
climate change not as a
long-term threat to our
environment but as an
immediate threat to our
security and prosperity”.
“It is now becoming
increasingly clear that 
it is what we do in 
the next 15 years 
that matters most”

John Ashton, 
The UK’s Climate Change
Envoy, 8 September 2006
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This Climate Action Plan
2007–2012 will provide Council
with the tools to take emission
reduction further than we have
before. Our aim is to incorporate
greenhouse action into
everything we do. We continue
to be committed to a carbon
neutral goal, this will be worked
towards through implementing a
new framework outlined in this
strategy, and working with our
community partners to tackle
community emissions. We look
forward to working with you to
protect our environment and the
way of life for our children and
grandchildren.

Peter Brown
Chief Executive Officer 
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Zero net emissions 
for Council emissions
by 2020

Zero net emissions 
for community
emissions by 2030

Carbon neutrality or
zero net emissions
“Carbon neutrality” and “zero
net emissions” are terms that
mean the same thing. While
carbon and other greenhouse
gases are emitted through
energy use and some other
activities, carbon is also
absorbed through processes
such as growing vegetation or
avoided through the use of
renewable energy. An
organisation achieves carbon
neutrality through reducing
emissions of greenhouse gases
as much as possible and then
compensating for remaining
emissions through offsets1.
These “offsets” are purchased
through reputable programs,
such as GreenPower and
Climate Positive and act as an
incentive for renewable power
or carbon sequestration through
tree planting. 

Part 1 – Introduction/Background
Moreland City Council
Climate Vision

1 Offset – Greenhouse gas emissions can be offset by purchasing carbon credits. A carbon
credit can be generated through a number of means such as planting trees, purchasing
GreenPower or buying renewable energy certificates. To ensure that carbon credits are
from a reputable source, only accredited providers should be used. 

Australians Have a
Major Impact in
International Emissions
Australian’s are the highest
polluters of greenhouse gas
emissions, per capita, in the
world. This is predominantly due
to our reliance on coal and high
vehicular usage. Due to our
small population, Australia
contributes 1.4% of global
emissions, and the coal we
export contributes another
1.4%, which effectively doubles
our international contribution
(Alan Pears, Sustainable
Solutions, 2007). Australian’s
can directly influence global
emissions in a number of ways:

Individually:
> Demand minimum 5 and 6

star ratings and high
standards of energy
efficiency (where star ratings
do not exist) on imported
goods, which will stimulate
product research and
development and raise local
standards. 

> Advocate to the Federal
Government to ratify the
Kyoto Protocol and pressure
the United States to do the
same (this could have major
impacts; the United States
are the largest greenhouse
polluters in the world). 

Federal and State
Governments:
> Support research and

development of new
renewable technologies

> Assist existing technologies
such as biomass, wind 
and solar to mainstream 
local and international
markets; help other coal
dependant countries to
transition toward more
sustainable sources.

> Reduce international coal
exports and assist other
countries to switch to 
more sustainable and
efficient options. 



1 Introduction 
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Figure1: Levels of carbon dioxide in earth’s atmosphereIt is now widely accepted that
climate change poses a serious
threat to the global community.
The overwhelming majority of the
world’s scientists agree that the
world’s climate is changing and
that this is due to human activities
that release greenhouse gases into
the atmosphere creating the
enhanced greenhouse effect. The
impacts on the world’s
environment, societies and
economies will be catastrophic
unless we take action. It is clear
that we need to drastically reduce
global emissions to avoid
dangerous climate change.
Achieving such goals requires a
commitment to action by all levels
of Government and community.
Moreland City Council is pleased
to present Climate Action Plan
2007–2012, our response to
action on climate change.

1.1 Climate Change
Science
Greenhouse gases exist naturally in
the atmosphere and are essential
to maintaining the Earth’s surface
temperature, by absorbing and re-
radiating the sun’s warmth. Over
the last 60,000 years, earth has
had consistent levels of carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere,
however, since the industrial
revolution, carbon dioxide levels
(primarily due to burning coal to
generate electricity and
deforestation) have increased more
significantly than at any other time
in the last 60,000 years. This has
led to an increase in the amount
of heat retained on earth, which is
known as the enhanced
greenhouse effect. Figure 1 and
figure 2 illustrates the relationship
between increased greenhouse
gases and global temperature
increases. 
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The world is warming faster
than at any time in the last
10,000 years and the 1990s was
the warmest decade in the past
millennium. Climate change will
have an increasingly significant
impact on Australia’s, Victoria’s
and Moreland’s environment,
communities and businesses.
Already, greenhouse gases
emitted over the past 150 years
have increased global mean
temperatures by 0.6°C. Climate
change projections indicate that
unless global greenhouse gas
emissions are significantly
reduced, by 2070 Victoria’s
mean temperature could
increase by up to 5°C which
could mean 60%–90% loss of
core habitat for Victoria and
tropical mountain areas and 180
days a year above 35 degrees in
South Australia and the
Northern Territory.

The United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC) has as its ultimate
objective the avoidance of
dangerous human interference
with the climate system. There is
an emerging view in the
international scientific
community that this will require
action to limit the increase in
global mean temperatures to no
more than 2°C above pre-
industrial levels. Warming by
more than 2°C could cause
irreversible damage for
ecosystems throughout Australia
including threatening the
existence of the Great Barrier
Reef and Kakadu National Park.

1.2 Greenhouse Gas
Emissions 
In 2002 the greenhouse gas
pollution from the State of
Victoria were 117 million
tonnes. This is more than the
total emissions of many nations,
including industrialised nations
with significantly higher
populations such as Austria,
Hungary, Portugal, Slovakia,
Sweden and Switzerland. Per
head of population, Victoria’s
emissions were 24 tonnes and
Australia’s emissions were 28
tonnes. This is higher than any
other developed country,
including the USA. A key reason
for Victoria’s high levels of
greenhouse emissions is the
local availability of brown coal
that is used to generate the vast
majority of our electricity. Cheap
electricity and petrol have
contributed to the building of a
society reliant upon high levels
of energy use (The Australia
Institute, 2002). As a society, we
need to reduce our consumption
of electricity and fuel and move
toward renewable sources.

For more information about
climate change see
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/s
cience/qa/index.html

Rising Temperatures

In 2005 Australia
experienced its warmest
start to a year on record
(since 1950), with the
January-to-October
temperature averaging
1.03 degrees Celsius
above the 30-year
average. Annual mean
temperatures have
generally increased
throughout Australia
since 1910, particularly
since the 1950s. As the
average temperature
has risen, we have also
seen an increase in the
incidence of hot days
and hot nights, and a
reduction in the number
of cold days and nights.
This warming is
mirrored in the oceans
around Australia.

National Climate Centre 
within the Bureau of
Meteorology, 2006



Why Electricity Generated from Coal is a
Problem
In Australia, CO2 pollution from coal-fired power stations is our
main contribution to climate change. In 2000, 84% of our
electricity came from burning coal, making us one of the top coal-
burning countries in the world. The use of coal was responsible
for the emission of 186 million tonnes of CO2. Unfortunately, in
Australia there are no legal requirements on coal-fired power
stations to prevent their greenhouse gas pollution going into the
atmosphere and contributing to global warming. 

Coal: The Polluting Way to Generate Electricity
Burning coal to generate electricity is an inherently inefficient
process. Coal is burnt to heat water in a boiler, turning it into
steam, which spins a turbine, which in turn spins a generator,
producing electricity. Only a fraction of the energy stored in the
fuel (typically 25–36%) is actually turned into electricity. The rest is
lost in the cooling water and in the exhaust gases that go up the
smokestacks of the power station. About 8% of electricity
generated is used to operate the power station and an additional
10% of electricity sent out from the power station is lost in
transmission and distribution. 

Australia One of the Worst Based on
International Standards
Our power stations produce an amount of greenhouse pollution
equivalent to the annual emissions from about 40 million cars,
four times Australia’s actual car fleet. Australia’s 24 coal power
stations also produce more emissions than the total emissions
from many entire countries including; Argentina, Belgium, Greece,
Ireland, Israel, Malaysia, Pakistan, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland,
Thailand, Turkey, all eastern European countries apart from Russia
and Poland, and all African countries apart from South Africa.
Over the period 1990–1999, both greenhouse gas emissions and
coal consumption increased in Australia. The trend of increasing
coal use in Australia has been more dramatic than the
industrialised country average (OECD) and more than in countries
like the USA.

Mark Diesendorf, (Former CSIRO) 2004, WWF Australia
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Greenhouse Gas
Reduction and
Sustainable Energy
Action Priorities
There is no silver bullet that
will fix climate change.
Moreland together with the
Northern Alliance for
Greenhouse Action (NAGA)
has established a guiding
hierarchy of priority to steer
action planning.

1. Energy Conservation –
Avoid or reduce use of
fossil fuels (including
behaviour change). 

2. Energy Efficiency – 
Use energy efficient
appliances, equipment and
transportation methods.

3. Renewable Energy – 
Use renewable fuels such as
solar, wind and biomass
that do not require massive
energy inputs to mine or
create harmful by-products
and waste (e.g. burning oil,
brown coal or nuclear).

4. Offsets – Once you have
used the above three
approaches, offset what is
left by using an accredited
provider who invests in the
renewable energy industry
and/or plants biodiversity
ecosystems to sequester
carbon (e.g. indigenous
forests).
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1.3 Impacts of Climate
Change
The impacts of climate change
will have wide reaching global
implications. For a number of
years, we have been seeing

rising sea levels due to melting
glaciers and ice caps and the
expansion of warmer water. 
We have also been experiencing
more severe weather events,
which have become more 
of a reality with hurricanes 

and cyclones devastating our
coastlines and destroying
agriculture. More so, we 
are realising the wide reaching
impacts abroad and here 
in Australia.

Impact Effect on Australia Effect on Moreland

Rising sea levels > Increased coastal flooding
(particularly when combined with
storm surge)

> Whitening of coral reefs
> Depletion of ocean biodiversity
> Risk to coastal property destruction 
> Salt water intrusion into ground

water and coastal wetlands
> Changing tourism and recreation

patterns
> Increase in environmental refugees

> Destruction of holiday destinations
> Damage to holiday properties or

properties owned by extended families
of Moreland community

> Need to make provision for influx of
environmental refugees

Hotter climate > Loss of plant and animal species
in alpine areas

> Higher risk of fire
> Stress on emergency services and

hospitals
> Increased heat stress in livestock

and wildlife.
> Increased cooling demand and

reduced energy supply reliability
> Fewer frosts for agricultural

germination
> Extended range and activity of

some pest and disease vectors
> Greater energy demand peaks in

summer

> Higher levels of airborne dust, pollen
and pollution

> Introduction of waterborne diseases (i.e.
more tropical)

> Increase in fire hazard (potential damage)
> Increased demand for water while at

the same time decreasing availability of
this resource

> Reduced biodiversity – loss of plant and
animal species

> Increase in weed and pest invasion
> Rising costs of energy 
> Risks of black outs (need to upgrade

and replace infrastructure) 
> Increased temperatures causing heat

stress to citizens, particularly the elderly
and vulnerable community members

More severe
weather

> Flooding and erosion from
extreme storm events

> Increased risk of damage to some
crops

> Effect on planning approvals,
reconstruction and repair from fire
and severe weather

> Loss of agriculture/increased cost
of food

> Increased risk of road surface damage
> Infrastructure required to control flooding
> Increased rainfall intensities – storm

water quality, blockages to drains, local
flooding

> Cost of maintenance and repair to
stormwater/drainage infrastructure

> Litter and pollution in waterways
> Increased cost of insurance 

Drought > Decreased runoff, stream flow
> Decreased water quality
> Decreased water resources
> Decrease in hydropower potential
> Impacts on rivers and wetland

ecosystems

> Loss of gardens, trees and shrubs due to
moisture stress

> Deterioration of parks and sporting fields
> Impacts on living costs through higher

food prices 
> Decreased water resources
> Decreased runoff, stream flow



1.4 No Longer Business 
as Usual
CAP articulates a strategic
approach to working towards
the stretch goal of zero net
emissions. It also provides an
action plan overview, outlining
the high level actions that need
to be undertaken to reduce
emissions. A key element of the
CAP is to provide the
framework to ensure continued
commitment to resource
reduction and implementation of
actions and to identify new
opportunities as they arise. 

CAP is Council’s commitment to
sustainable energy demand and
supply. From the demand
perspective, conservation is
essential. We need to use less
energy in all of our operations
and support the community to do
the same. Efficiencies will also be
a major focus in all capital works
and operations and we will seek
more efficient technologies,
methods of operation and energy
supply to reduce our energy
consumption. We will also review
our energy supplies and work
toward more renewable and local
energy generation. 

We must also support the
community to accelerate their
own action. Through Moreland’s
leadership, we will endeavour to
turn people’s concern about the
environment into taking action
in their home, workplace,
neighbourhood and through all
levels of government. We will
also advocate to State and
Federal Government on major
issues such as retaining a
nuclear free country and
ratifying the Kyoto Protocol.

1.4.1 Everyone’s
Responsibility
The Climate Action Plan (CAP)
2007–2012 is a review of
Moreland City Council’s
Greenhouse Abatement Strategy

Greenhouse Action Plan
(GASGAP) 2001 and outlines
our response to climate change.
It profiles our Corporate and
Community greenhouse gas
emissions and details the actions
that we will undertake to reduce
and offset these emissions. 

Through the review, we have
evaluated our past actions and
have subsequently developed a
new implementation framework.
Moreland City Council spent
over $2.5 million on energy in
2004/05. It is no longer business
as usual at Moreland; climate
change is now everybody’s
business, reducing our emissions
and saving money is part of
every employee’s role and key
performance indicators. We are
taking a holistic approach,
embedding greenhouse actions
into all Council processes and
assigning clear responsibilities to
action. We will create a culture
that supports sustainability and
drives behaviour change in line
with this CAP. We will also work
with community to raise
awareness and reduce
greenhouse emissions as we all
work towards carbon neutrality.

1.5 Goal Setting
Deep goals need to be set and
we need to change our
consumption and energy usage
habits if we are to stabilise
global climate change. 

The Kyoto Protocol is an
international treaty designed to
limit global greenhouse gas
emissions by assigning individual
emissions targets to developed
countries. The Protocol was
negotiated at Kyoto in
December 1997, and entered
into force in February 2005. The
Australian Government signed
the Kyoto Protocol, however has
not yet ratified the agreement.
Australian emissions for 2020
are projected to reach 127% of
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Climate Action Plan –
Greenhouse gas 
reduction goals

Base
Year

Target
Year

Reduction 
Goal

1995 2020 Zero net
emissions –
Council
operations

1996 2030 Zero net
emissions –
Community
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the 1990 levels. Australia’s
Kyoto target is 108% below
1990 emissions.

Increasingly clear scientific
evidence of the speed and
severity of global warming is
eliciting calls from scientists and
business and political leaders
throughout the world for
stronger actions than those
called for by the Kyoto Protocol.
James Hansen, head of the
NASA Goddard Institute, the
leading USA climate research
organisation, estimates that we
have no more than 10 years to
physically make the changes to
the economy so that the
business-as-usual scenario, that
triggers runaway greenhouse
heating, does not occur. If the
business-as-usual warming
occurs we have close to a 100%
chance of ‘crashing’ the planet. 

Even with greenhouse gases in
the air now – 430–490 parts per
million (ppm) CO2 equivalent –
ice sheets and glaciers are
melting globally, there is serious
drought, and extreme weather
events and fires have been
triggered. The most vulnerable –
other species and poor people in
developing countries – are
struggling with the impacts right
now. And this is with a warming
of ‘only’ 0.8ºC over pre-
industrial temperatures. Even if
no more CO2 is emitted, the
current gases will cause at least
a further 0.5ºC warming (Philip
Sutton, Greenleap Strategic
Institute, 2006).

In 2000, the British Royal
Commission on Environmental
Pollution concluded that the
U.K. needed to reduce carbon
emissions by 60% by 2050. It
stated that such a target would
be needed to “prevent excessive
climate change” by keeping
levels of CO2 in the atmosphere
below 550 ppm.

The Labour State Government in
Victoria promised to set a 60%
reduction goal by 2050 and
have like the Federal
Government put in place a
number of actions to reduce
greenhouse emissions. South
Australia has also gone for a
60% reduction by 2050 and
California proposes a cut of
80%. More recently, the
National Australia Bank has
announced that it will be carbon
neutral by 2010.

In 2001, Moreland set emission
reduction goals 40% by 2010
for Council emissions and 20%
by 2010 for community
emissions. A stretch goal of zero
net emissions was also set with
no specified target date. CAP
recognises recent scientific
research and data and the
urgent action and change that is
required in our daily lives, in our
neighbourhoods, workplaces
and political spheres; which is
why we have set a leadership
goal of carbon neutrality. 

1.5.1 Integrated
Environment Plan
In 2006, Moreland developed an
Integrated Environment Plan
(IEP). The IEP provides a
comprehensive framework for

achieving environmental goals
through Council’s operations
and sets measurable goals. IEP
has set Energy Efficiency goals
for both Council and
Community, which will be
implemented through CAP
actions. CAP has been designed
to work within the IEP
framework and is one of the key
vehicles for delivering significant
outcomes from the IEP. Key
principles of the Integrated
Environment Plan:
> Strategic direction (planning

and goal setting).
> Measurement and reporting

(indicator development).
> Accountability (decision-

making).
> Transparency

(communication).

CAP is a commitment to
implementing the IEP principles,
which include Financial
Responsibility (spending
Council’s money wisely). By
taking on board these principles
and the recommendations of
CAP, Council will be driven to
achieve its greenhouse gas
reductions and energy 
efficiency goals.
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1.6 GASGAP 2001
Review 
The review of GASGAP 2001
was a five-step process that
involved:
> Analysis of outcomes from

proposed actions.
> Written survey of applicable

staff.
> Consultation and workshops

with staff responsible for
implementing actions.

> Community Greenhouse
Workshop.

> Re-inventory of Council’s
electricity, gas and fuel use.

The first four steps reviewed the
actions that were, or were not
undertaken and developed new
ideas for future action. The re-
inventory provided the
quantitative data to assess
progress in emission reduction
and assist prioritising actions.

The review demonstrated that
many actions had been
undertaken, both at the Council
operational level and for
community emission reductions. 

1.6.1 Council initiatives:
The range of energy efficiency
actions undertaken in the past
include:
> Redesign of the lighting at

Brunswick library.
> Rationalisation of depot

buildings.
> Construction of the Walter

Street depot and Glenroy
Neighbourhood Centre,
which included
environmental design
features.

> Downsizing the vehicle fleet.
> Establishment of a

Sustainable Moreland Energy
Reserve Fund to invest in
energy efficiency projects

> Sustainability integrated into
the purchasing policy.

> Emissions offset through
GreenPower and
GreenEnergy. 

1.6.2 Community initiatives:
> Council provided all residents

with green waste bins and
participated in the
TravelSmart program.

> Sustainability Street started in
Moreland in 2002 and new
communities start each year.
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Sustainable
Moreland Energy
Reserve Fund

In 2005, Council
undertook a complete
redesign of the
Brunswick Library’s
lighting system. The
project increased
lighting levels by up 
to 4 times their current
levels, while reducing
energy use. The 
project saves 124
tonnes of greenhouse
gas emissions every
year. That’s equivalent
to taking 27 cars off
the road, with a cost
saving of over $10,000
per year.

Supporting greenhouse gas reductions goals:
Energy efficiency goals from the Integrated Environment
Plan 2006 – 2011

Base Year Target Year Reduction Goal

Interim goal

1996 2011 40% per capita2 Council operations

1996 2011 20% per capita – Community consumption

Stretch goal

1996 2020 50% per capita – Council operations

1996 2020 35% per capita – Community consumption

2 Per capita – a measurement that is presented in terms of units per person (i.e. Moreland
resident population), as opposed to a total or aggregate figure.  



> The establishment of the
Moreland Energy Foundation
(MEFL) who undertook a
wide variety of projects,
targeting households, small
businesses and community
organisations.

> CERES provided a number of
energy demonstration
projects such as wind and
solar generation and the Eco-
House, which demonstrates
energy and water efficiency
in the home. 

1.6.3 Review Learnings
The review identified a range of
Council actions that had not
been implemented:
> Not all recommendations

from walk-through audits
were implemented.

> Facility staff, tenants and
users education programs
were not developed or
implemented.

> General staff education
programs including energy
use, waste and organisational
sustainability were not
developed or implemented.

A range of barriers were
identified, for example, projects
were not effectively included in
capital works and maintenance
schedules or workplans and
changing priorities and
personnel. In essence, these
barriers reflected the lack of
integration of the GASGAP into
Council operations and
corporate culture.

The review demonstrated that
Council achieved its 20% net
emission reduction target by
2002, through a combination of
actions to reduce energy
consumption and through
purchasing offsets. However,
over the past five years energy
use by Council has grown and

current trends indicate that
Council will not be well
positioned to meet its 2011
energy efficiency target, unless
deficiencies are addressed. If
Council continues to purchase
Greenpower and other offset
actions, we will be able to
achieve zero net emissions.
However, Council needs to focus
on energy conservation and
efficiency as well as offsets. 

Offsetting emissions through
renewable energy certificates
and tree planting is an essential
action to achieve carbon
neutrality and reduce the
amount of CO2e3 in the
atmosphere, however following
the hierarchy approach, it is
better to reduce energy
consumption and find
efficiencies, then seek renewable
energy sources before offsetting
remaining emissions.

Climate Action Plan (CAP) 2007–2012 

Cyclovia Means Life
to the Street! 

On Sunday 28th May
2006, our municipality
hosted a Cyclovia,
which was the first in
Australia. We opened
up Sydney Road to the
community to celebrate
life on the street away
from motorised traffic.
Sydney Road became an
open space with a new
purpose for 6 hours
where people were free
to enjoy relaxing and
exercising in their
neighbourhood.

“...cyclovia certainly
brought life. It has 
been a great 
community event”

The Hon Peter Batchelor
Minister for Transport

14

3 CO2e – Greenhouse gases are derived from a range of sources, each source produces a
different intensity of greenhouse impact. These are all calculated into a single figure of
equivalent tonnes of carbon dioxide or CO2e.



In 1995/96 Moreland City
Council emitted a total of
15,946 tonnes of CO2e.

In 2000/01, the total amount of
CO2e decreased to 11,737
tonnes (a decline of 20%).
Council reached its 20% interim
reduction goal by 2002,
predominantly through the
purchase of GreenPower as well
as a number of energy
efficiency measures.

In 2004/05 the total amount of
CO2e decreased to 4,482
tonnes (a decline of 61.8%
from 2000/01). Figure 4
illustrates that greenhouse gas
abatement is primarily due to
the purchase of additional
Green Electricity. In 2004/05
Moreland purchased 10,016
MW/hrs of Green Electricity for
100% of Council operated
buildings and almost 100% of
Streetlights. The purchase of
Green Electricity has offset what
would have otherwise been a
5.8% growth in CO2e.

Figure 4 and figure 5 illustrates
Council’s overall energy
consumption and emissions for
1995/96, 2000/01 and 2004/05.
For detailed analysis of usage
and emissions, see Part 3 –
Supporting Information.

Part 2 – Emissions and Actions
2 Council Emissions 
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2.1 Council Energy
Consumption and Cost
Figure 6 outlines the costs
associated with energy
consumption in major sectors.
Overall cost of energy
consumption (gas, fuel and
electricity) in 1995/96 was
$2,290,911. This amount
reduced in 2000/01 to
$2,264,296 and increased in
2004/05 to $2,680,282. 

The overall increase in energy
consumption and cost is due to
a range of factors. Energy use
from the building sector has
continued to grow
incrementally, and whilst a
number of sites have reduced
their energy consumption, the
majority have had a steady or
slight increase in electricity use
since 2000/01. This is due to:
> Increased operating hours at

a number of sites.
> Increased staff numbers.
> Increased number of

computers.
> 2005 hottest year on record,

additional strain on air
conditioning systems at civic
centres.

> 2005 hottest year on record,
additional strain on HVAC4

systems at leisure centres.

During 2004/05 Council
rationalised it’s depots. Although
the savings are not apparent in
this inventory (because multiple
depots were still operating
during 2004/05) the
consolidation is likely to lead to a
reduction in energy use.

Energy use from the vehicle fleet
has also increased primarily due
to an increase in Council
services such as the residential
green waste collection which

was previously contracted out.
This has doubled the use of
waste collection trucks. The
ageing heavy machinery fleet is
also less efficient. This increase
has masked other abatement
measures such as the
downsizing of passenger
vehicles that have resulted in a
$10,000 per annum saving and
the conversion of petrol vehicles
to LPG5. 

2.1.1 Emissions = Expense
The results from the inventory
provide valuable information to
Council. We know that our
energy consumption is
increasing, as is the cost of
offsetting our emissions. Figure
7 illustrates Council energy costs
of over $2.5 million for
2004/05, which is a significant
part of Council’s overall budget.
The inventory also demonstrated
that there are significant energy
conservation and efficiency
opportunities in street lighting,
buildings and fleet operations.

It is expected that the next few
years Australia will be involved
in a carbon-trading scheme.
Such a scheme is likely to see
major industry and electricity
generators given an allowable
carbon quota and a requirement
to pay for carbon emissions
above that quota. It is likely that
those costs will be passed
through as an increase in energy
cost and other goods and
services in the economy. These
costs are likely to place greater
burdens on Council budgets and
the community. By acting now
on energy conservation and
efficiencies, Council can prepare
for future increases and assist
the community to do the same.
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Figure 6: Council energy
consumption per sector

Figure 7: The cost of energy
per sector
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4 HVAC – Heating, ventilation and air conditioning
5 LPG – Liquefied petroleum gas is a fuel for vehicles. Compared to unleaded petrol, LPG

costs less, creates 15–20% less greenhouse gases and 80% less toxic air pollutants
(Choice, 2007) 



Potential savings through energy conservation 
and efficiency
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Moreland City Council
invites You to take Your
first STEPS...towards a
more sustainable home 
What is a ‘more sustainable home’? It’s
cheaper to run, cool in summer, warm
in winter, healthier, more valuable,
friendly to the environment now and
contributes to preserving our
environment for the enjoyment of
future generations’ Moreland City
Council is leading the way in
promoting sustainable residential
development by adopting the use of
the STEPS as the preferred method of
environmental sustainability
assessment. 

In response to mounting global
environmental pressure Moreland City
Council and the City of Port Phillip
have recognised the benefits in
combining their resources, knowledge,
and skills-base to work together to
achieve a common goal of
encouraging and attaining positive
sustainable built environment
outcomes through the planning
process. This collaboration has resulted
in a consistent and integrated
approach to assessing the sustainability
of development applications in our
municipalities through the use of
STEPS for residential and the
Sustainable Design Scorecard (SDS) for
non-residential developments.  

These web-based tools provide a
comprehensive assessment of the
environmental performance of a given
planning application, and generates a
report, which offers relevant
information for increasing the
sustainability performance of the
proposed dwelling. The tools have a
vital role to play in simplifying the
approval authority process and
streamlining applications.

As well as the STEPS and SDS
assessment tools, Moreland City
Council has also prepared a draft
Planning Scheme Local Policy that will
require new planning applications to
achieve a specified level of
sustainability performance. 

For more information see:
http://www.morelandsteps.com.au/abo
ut.html

Example percentage saving 

Example dollars savings –
based on $2.5 million 
energy spend

5% $125,000

10% $250,000

15% $750,000

20% $500,000

2.2 Community
Emissions
In 2001, Council established a
goal to reduce community
emissions by 20% from 1996
levels by 2010. However, despite
the high levels of activity in
community emission reduction
occurring in Moreland, it is
difficult to obtain data on
municipality wide energy
consumption and this has made
it impossible to quantify
emissions for this review. 

A number of the projects
implemented by MEFL to reduce
emissions from the community
integrate quantification
approaches. However better
quantification of community
emissions will be pursued
through involvement in the
NAGA and the Cities for Climate
Protection (CCP) program. Data
for this report has been
obtained using Australian
Bureau of Statistics for Moreland
2001, using year population
state-based per capita energy
consumption data, business type
and employment and transport
statistics and is an approximate
estimate of energy consumption. 

In 2001, CO2e emissions for the
Moreland community totalled
1,837,895 tonnes. This is the
equivalent of around 37 billion
balloons (1 balloon = 50 grams
of greenhouse gas). These

emissions came from a range
sources including waste,
transportation, as well as
residential, commercial and
industrial energy use. For more
detailed analysis of community
emissions, see Part 3 Supporting
Information, page 53–54.

2.3 Strategy to Action
CAP 2007–2012 reconfirms
Council’s emission reduction
goals established in 2001
through GASGAP and the
indicator framework developed
in IEP. CAP also establishes
leadership goals to work with
the community and all levels of
government to achieve carbon
neutrality.

4

5

3

21

  %
1 Waste 5
2 Residential 31
3 Commercial 13
4 Industrial 30
5 Transportation 21

Figure 8: Moreland
Community CO2e, Australian
Bureau of Statistics, 2001



To achieve Council emission
reduction targets of 40% by
2010 and zero net emissions by
2020, Council will:
> Implement the Climate

Action Framework.
> Work with staff to

incorporate climate actions
across Council operations.

To achieve Community
emission reduction targets of
20% by 2010 and zero net
emissions by 2030, Council will:
> Educate, inform and

empower the community to
take make changes in their
homes, neighbourhoods and
influence political decision
makers.

> Work with partnership
agencies to develop
programs and abatement
actions.

> Advocate to State and
Federal Governments for
assistance in obtaining
community emissions data
and for policy changes that
will bring about significant
greenhouse gas abatement.

2.4 Council – Climate 
Action Framework
The Climate Action Framework
(Framework) has been developed
to overcome the barriers
identified in the implementation
of GASGAP 2001 by assigning
appropriate accountability and
responsibility across Council. The
Framework will be established
and implemented in 2007 by the
Moreland Executive Group
(which comprises CEO, and
Directors from each Department),
Organisational Development and
Sustainable Development. The
key components of the
Framework include:

1. The establishment of the
Climate Action Taskforce

2. Integration with Key
Performance Indicators (KPI’s)6

3. Monitoring, reporting and
review

2.4.1 Council – Climate
Action Taskforce
In 2007/08, Council will
establish a Climate Action
Taskforce (The Taskforce) with
responsibility for overseeing the
implementation of actions and
outputs from CAP. From 2007,
the Taskforce will:
> Allocate energy consumption

reduction targets to each
Directorate.

> Receive progress reports on
action implementation from
responsible Business Units.

> Present a annual Council
report on Council emissions.

> Identify and develop new
actions to ensure that
Council is on track to
meeting its reduction goals.

The Taskforce will consist of
representatives from each
Department and a Councillor,
with the Environmental
Sustainable Development (ESD)
team providing secretariat and
technical support. MEFL will
provide an annual audit role to
the Taskforce. The Departments
will be accountable to the
Taskforce by:
> Reporting quarterly to the

Taskforce on action
implementation.

> Reporting quarterly to the
Taskforce on greenhouse gas
reductions relative to their
targets. 

> Liaising with the Sustainable
Development branch on
implementation of actions.
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Long-Term Impacts

All of our purchasing
decisions have direct
and indirect impacts
both in the short term
and the long term. As a
public agency, we must
take a broad public
interest perspective. For
example, Council buys
new cars, then sells
them onto the second
hand market after a few
years. If Council buys a
car that uses 3 litres per
100 km more than
another option, then it
will emit 5 tonnes more
while owned by
Council, but a further
15 tonnes more in the
hands of its subsequent
owners.

Alan Pears, Sustainable
Solutions, 2006 

6 Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s) – Financial and non-financial parameters used to
quantify the implementation work objectives and priorities. KPI’s are used in the
performance appraisal system for all staff.
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2.4.2 Integration with Key
Performance Indicators
A number of key actions have
been identified and documented
in CAP to achieve emission
reductions. Climate action is
everyone’s responsibility; each
Department will be accountable
for action implementation. In
2007, Councillors will set the
CEO’s Key Performance
Indicators (KPI’s) to meet priority
actions in CAP. In turn, the CEO
will set each Directors KPI’s to
reflect actions within their
Departments. This will become
the new business as usual;
Directors will in turn work with
Managers and determine
specific KPI’s to ensure that
actions from this plan are
implemented. KPI performance
will be reviewed in-line with
corporate reporting timelines
and greenhouse data reporting
(bi-annually). 

2.4.3 Monitor and Review
The Moreland Executive Group
will ensure CAP implementation
through a number of
mechanisms:

• Indicators of success 
Action implementation
> Establishment and operation

of the Taskforce by end of
2007.

> Integration of KPI’s to meet
CAP actions in the Moreland
Executive Group, the
Corporate Management
Team and staff by June 2008.

> Preparation and usage of
technical notes/product
guidelines across all Council
operations by end of June
2008. 

> Implementation of staff
training program by June
2008.

> Desktop review of CAP in
2009 to determine key gaps
and progress toward carbon
neutrality.

> Installation of sub metering
on 10 largest energy
consuming sites and data
tracking by building or facility
manager by March 2008. 

> All position descriptions to
reflect environmental
sustainability responsibilities. 

Energy consumption
> 10%–20% energy efficiency

gains by 2009.
> 10% reduction in energy use

attributable to behaviour
change training by end 2008.

• Monitor and Report
Action implementation
> A Council report will be

prepared annually to report
on the indicators of success.

> CAP identifies a number of
key actions; each has a date
for completion and a
responsible Business Unit.
The implementation of these
actions will be linked to each
Directors and Managers KPI’s. 

> Each Director will report the
progress on actions from
their Department quarterly to
the Taskforce.

> The Taskforce will use this
Action Plan to monitor the
implementation of each
action. The Taskforce will
report annually to the
Moreland Executive Group on
the progress of
implementation. 

> Each Business Unit will be
required to report details of
all actions to the Climate
Change Coordinator who,
through CCP, will quantify
abatement.

Energy consumption
> Council’s Finance Unit

currently records all energy
usage and cost through the
Accounts Payable process.
This information will continue
to be collated by Finance and
input into the CCP software
by the Sustainable

Development Branch to
measure Council emissions. 

> The CCP software will be
used to convert energy usage
into emissions. These figures
will be reported annually with
the consumption data. 

> Metering devices will be set
up on Council’s 10 largest
sites and daily electricity
usage data will be sent to
Facility managers to monitor
daily energy usage. Facility
managers will report
quarterly to the Taskforce on
progress toward energy
reduction targets. 

> The Taskforce will report
annually to the community
on Council emissions through
the Mayors Speech and bi-
annually to the Moreland
Executive Group on the 10
largest facilities.

• Review
Action implementation
> In 2009 a desktop review will

be undertaken of CAP
actions and the Climate
Action Framework to assess
overall performance and
identify gaps that require
further actions to be
developed.

> Annual staff performance
reviews will assess action
implementation through the
KPI’s. 

Energy consumption
> Emissions will be reported

annually and figures analysed
to assess the effectiveness of
actions. 



Major Savings
Through Behaviour
Change

AUSTRALIA POST
undertook a number of
energy efficiency
measures and a cultural
change program for
staff. Initiatives
implemented included
better monitoring of
heating and cooling
temperatures, switching
off printers and
computer screens and
saving paper; all
contributed to savings.
Australia Post estimated
that staff actions, when
implemented
throughout the
company, would save
$260,000 per year and
reduce greenhouse
emissions by 4,000
tonnes of CO2e. 

Australian Greenhouse Office,
2006

Responsibilities of
Departments
CEO Group and Office
The CEO group will work
through the Human Resources
area to ensure that staff
members are fully trained in
sustainability for the workplace.
Organisational Development will
also play a key role through the
implementation of the Best
Value process and Procurement.

City Infrastructure
City Infrastructure includes Asset
Management, Environmental
Engineering, Open Space,
Property Services and Transport
Development. The actions
within this area will influence
Council fleet, street lighting,
buildings, construction, roads
and waste. 

Corporate Services
Corporate Services will play a
major role through Finance and
Business Systems, IT, Major
Projects and iETECH. iETECH can
bring together systems to assist
monitoring and reporting on
finances, assets, procurement.
Major projects can influence
sustainable infrastructure
development. 

Social Development 
Social Development includes
Aged Services, Culture and
Library Services, Social Policy
and Early Years and Youth and
Leisure. Each of these areas has
an important role to play in
both Council owned and
operated buildings and services
provided to the community. 

City Development
City Development plays a major
role through Sustainable
Development, Urban Planning,
Civic Safety and Amenity and
Building Services. Each of these
acts as a community interface
and influences emissions
through projects and services

such as the built environment –
urban planning and the STEPS
and SDS tool, sustainable public
lighting projects and structure
plan development.
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2.5 Council Leadership Actions

Action
Year of
implementation Responsibility Stakeholders

Advocacy
> Councillors to advocate to State and

Federal Governments to increase the
Mandatory and Victorian Renewable
Energy Targets (MRET and VRET) to
stimulate investment in renewable
technology

> Urge the State and Federal Governments
to quickly establish ambitious emissions
reduction targets and appropriate
implementation strategies. 

> Support MEFL to participate in the
development of government regulatory
programs and parameters

> Advocate to State Government for
financial and stakeholder support for
Council to access community energy data

> Work with State Government, Municipal
Association of Victoria and energy
suppliers and distributors to install energy
efficient public lighting

2007 > ongoing

2007 > ongoing

2007 > ongoing

2007 > ongoing

2007 > ongoing

Councillors

Councillors

Councillors

Councillors

Sustainable
Development and
City Infrastructure

Sustainable
Development

MEFL

ICLEI 

NAGA

NAGA

STEPS (Sustainable Tools for Environmental
Performance Strategy) and SDS (Sustainable
Design Scorecard)
> Use STEPS and SDS in all Structure

Planning for Activity Centres and Council
developments

> Increase community use by 10% every
year from 2007

> Prepare a Planning Scheme amendment 
to incorporate ESD requirements 
(STEPS and SDS)

> Use STEPS and SDS in all Council retrofit
projects

> Use STEPS for all Council partnership
affordable housing projects

> Continue provision of STEPS and SDS
training for all relevant Council staff and
Developers.

2007 > ongoing

2007 > ongoing

2007 > ongoing

2007 > ongoing

2007 > ongoing

2007 > ongoing

Director City
Development

Director City
Development
Director City
Development

Director City
Development
Facility Manager

Director City
Development

Building Services
MEFL

State Government

Urban Planning

Major Projects

Continue to support the Moreland Energy
Foundation (MEFL) and CERES to work with
the community on global sustainability. 

2007 > ongoing

Council will support Pacific region nations by
developing an employment strategy for
environmental refugees.

2008/2009 >

ongoing
Social
Development
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Action
Year of
implementation Responsibility Stakeholders

Investigate Energy Performance Contracts 
as a means to retrofit Council Leisure
Centres and Civic Centre buildings to
improve energy rating 

2007/08 Sustainable
Development 
Property Services

Youth and Leisure
Asset
Management
Property Services
Culture and
Library Services

Solar Village/Coburg 2020
> Actively support implementation of

Coburg Solar Village “Healthy
communities, healthy business” project

> Develop sustainable energy capacity in
Coburg

> Increase energy efficiency, load
management and cost reflective pricing 
in Coburg

2007 > ongoing Council 
Moreland
Execuitive Group
MEFL

Sustainable
Development

Develop sustainability/Behaviour Change
training for all staff
> Council’s corporate training program to

include water, waste, energy,
procurement and transport training

> Induction training to introduce new staff
to environmental practices and
procedures at Council.

2007/08 >

ongoing

2007 > ongoing

CEO/Human
Resources 

Sustainable
Development

All staff 
CERES
MEFL
Waste Services
Transport
Development

Implement the Climate Action Framework
into Council processes.
> Establish and activate the Climate Change

Taskforce
> Develop and action Key Performance

Indicators into all Directors, Management
and staff position descriptions and
performance appraisals 

> Implement the “Monitor and review”
system 

2007

2007 > ongoing 

2007 > ongoing

Moreland
Executive Group
and
Organisational
Development

Corporate
Management Team
Sustainable
Development 

Continue to fund at the same level or higher
the Sustainable Moreland Energy Reserve
Fund (SMERF) for energy efficiency and
capital works projects that reduce Council’s
greenhouse emissions.

2007/08 >

ongoing
Moreland
Executive Group
Sustainable
Development 

Youth and Leisure
Asset
Management
Property Services
Culture and
Library 

2.6 Moreland Executive Group (MEG) Actions
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Action
Year of
implementation Responsibility Stakeholders

Energy supply
> Avoid inefficient transmission networks

and increase usage of distributed
generation such as co-generation or
renewable technologies for each new site
developed

> Investigate embedded generation retrofit
for existing buildings

2007/08 >

ongoing

2008

Sustainable
Development

Property Services 

CERES 
MEFL 
Youth and Leisure
Property Services
Major Projects

Energy Management
> Build performance outcomes into new

building development 
> Monitor and evaluate savings of

environmentally sustainable design
principles in new buildings

> Install smart meters and sub meters into
new buildings to monitor and review
energy usage

2007 > ongoing

2007 > ongoing

2007 > ongoing

Major Projects

Facility Manager

Sustainable
Development 

Sustainable
Development
Property Services
Asset
Management

Energy management and monitoring on 10
largest sites 
> Install smart metering and sub metering

on 10 largest sites to monitor energy
consumption

> Identify inefficiencies through daily usage
data and take corrective action 

> Investigate feasibility of sub metering on
all Council buildings

2007/08

2007 > ongoing

2009

Sustainable
Development

Property Services

Sustainable
Development

Electrical
contractors
Council/CEO
Sustainable
Development 
Finance

Energy demand
> Reduce energy demand through more

efficient technologies such as
photocopiers, computers and appliances
(benchmarked through ‘Tech notes’)

> Conserve energy through behaviour
change

> Audit Council offices for
unnecessary/inefficient equipment

2007/08 

2007/08

Procurement

Sustainable
Development 

All Council staff
through
procurement
choices and more
sustainable
workplace actions

Develop viability of local areas through
walkability, local services offered and mixed
uses via Moreland’s Principal and Major
Activity Centre Structure Planning process.

2007 > ongoing Activity Centres Sustainable
Development 
Social
Development 

Use Prince 2 (MP2 – Moreland’s project
management methodology) to develop,
implement and monitor CAP actions

Link the Climate Change Taskforce into the
ICLEI TBL program

2007 > ongoing

2007 > ongoing

Climate Change
Taskforce

Organisational
Development/
Moreland
Executive Group

Sustainable
Development 

2.7 Buildings Actions
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Action
Year of
implementation Responsibility Stakeholders

Building Management:
> Undertake walk through audits on 20

Council buildings per annum (starting
with biggest energy users)

> Apply for funding through capital works
budget bid process and Implement
actions from audits

> Review Libraries, Civic Centres and
Leisure Centres Facility Management –
operating hours, heating and cooling
temperatures, event schedules etc and
implement changes to reduce energy
consumption

2007 > ongoing

2007 > ongoing

2007 > ongoing

Sustainable
Development
Facility Managers
Facility Managers

Sustainable
Development 

Holistic approach
Sustainable
Development
Property Services 
Sustainable
Development 
Youth and Leisure
Services
Culture and
Library Services

Review and rationalise Council buildings.
Undertake purpose analysis and maintain
walkability and public access.
> When planning new or rationalising

existing buildings, facilities and assets,
ensure that walkability and sustainable
transport options are a key consideration.

2008 > ongoing City Infrastructure Community

Promote the Moreland Energy Foundation
services through the Building and Planning
department.

2007 > ongoing Building Services
Urban Planning

Sustainable
Development

2.7 Buildings Actions (continued)
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Action
Year of
implementation Responsibility Stakeholders

Procurement
> Train all staff on purchasing policy and

promote sustainability component
> Undertake 50 spot checks per year on

procurement processes to assess
environmental factors in product choice

> Implement Technical notes/product
specifications into purchasing policy
process

2007 > ongoing

2008

Procurement

Procurement

Property Services

Council

Develop a staff offset program7 to assist
staff to offset personal carbon emissions and
assess their carbon footprint

2007/08 >

ongoing
Sustainable
Development
Finance

All staff
Climate Positive
NAGA

Offset
> Continue to support renewable energy

industry through GreenPower
> Investigate Renewable Energy 

Certificates 
> Invest in biodiverse indigenous tree

planting 

Investigate the potential for Council to
participate in an emissions trading scheme
both as a purchaser and provider of 
carbon credits.

2007/08 >

ongoing
2007

2007/08 >

ongoing

Sustainable
Development
Sustainable
Development
Sustainable
Development

Procurement
All Building
managers
MEFL

2.8 Corporate Services Actions

7 Offset program – A program whereby people can calculate their carbon footprint and offset their emissions through an accredited program
that invests in Renewable Energy Certificates (tradeable commodity equal to 1MWh of renewable energy generation) and tree planting
(carbon sequestration). 
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Action
Year of
implementation Responsibility Stakeholders

Report to Council on the utilisation of
alternative fuel supply for Council vehicles
and operations.

2007/08 Asset
Management

Hume City
Council
CERES
Sustainable
Development
Urban Planning

Reduce Council fleet emissions by 10% per
annum through utilisation of:
> electric vehicle use 
> hybrid vehicle use 
> fleet downsize
> downsize vehicle size to more efficient

and suitable size

Report emission reductions to the Climate
Change Taskforce annually.

2007 > ongoing 

2007 > ongoing

Asset
Management

Asset
Management

CERES
Sustainable
Development

2.9 Council Fleet/Transport Actions
Transport emissions are one of the main contributors to climate change and account for 15% of
Australia’s total Greenhouse emissions (and they are expected to increase by 53% by 2010 based on
1990 levels). Council operations contribute to this through staff transportation, waste collection, street
cleaning, maintenance and mechanical equipment required to undertake Council operations. Through
the Moreland Integrated Transport Plan, Pedestrian Strategy, Central Coburg 2020, Moreland Bike Plan
and the Green Travel Plan, Council is looking to reduce its emissions from all fleet operations and assist
the community to reduce their dependence on vehicular transport. These actions have been nominated
through existing plans or through the GASGAP review consultation.
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Action
Year of
implementation Responsibility Stakeholders

Vehicle Policy
> Undertake Fleet review and ensure all

vehicles are ‘fit for purpose’. Report to
Council on the findings through revision
and implementation of the Vehicle Policy

> Revise vehicle purchasing criteria to
include environmental factors and
conditions for all new vehicles (to be
applied across all sites).

2007/08
Asset
Management 
Procurement

All employees 
Unit Fleet
manager
Transport
Development

Review Green Travel Plan to include:
> Revitalise car pooling for Council staff,

enforce priority parking for car pool spots
> Explore feasibility of extending the bike

fleet to all facilities and increase use of
bicycle fleet at Coburg 

> Encourage staff to use public transport
for commuter and work purposes

> Investigate the provision of annual public
transport tickets through salary sacrifice

> Reduce employee vehicle travel miles by
10% for 2008 and 2009.

2008

2007

2007 > ongoing

2007

2007–2009

Transport
Development
Transport
Development

Transport
Development
Human Resources

Transport
Development 

All employees 
Asset
management 
Unit Fleet
manager
Local Laws

Reduce the level of free car parking at the
Civic Centre to encourage greater use of
alternate commuting modes.
> Improve and expand the cycling network

2008 Transport
Development

All employees

Investigate the implementation of a
guaranteed ride home policy for staff using
non-car commuting modes who are
required to work late and/or attend
emergencies.

2008 Human Resources All employees

2.9 Council Fleet/Transport Actions (continued)
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Action
Year of
implementation Responsibility Stakeholders

Develop a corporate Climate Change Risk
Management and Adaptation Strategy.

2010 Asset
Development

Property Services
Transport
Development
Sustainable
Development 

Develop Technical Notes/product
specifications for all Council assets, lighting,
buildings etc. Apply across Council and to
all design briefs and maintenance and
repairs.

2007 Property Services Sustainable
Development
Asset
Management
Transport
Development

Through the Assets Management Steering
Committee:
> Develop business case for new capital

works projects and link to the utilisation
of SMERF

> Include life cycle cost analysis in the
capital works application form to ensure
that the cost of maintenance, repair and
replacement are considered

2007 

2007/08

Asset
Management

Asset
Management

Infrastructure
Finance
(Procurement)
Sustainable
Development
Property Services
Sustainable
Development

Incorporate after installation life cycle
costing into procurement policy and ensure
Procurement policy is implemented.

2007 > ongoing Finance
(Procurement)
MEG/CMT

Sustainable
Development
Asset
Management

Prepare a Council report for mandatory use
of STEPS and SDS in all new building capital
works projects

2007 Sustainable
Development 

Asset
Management 

Revise the Open Space and Landscape
Strategies to reflect:
> The impacts of expected rainfalls on the

management of Councils open space
and sporting fields.

> The growing importance of trees as
carbon sinks in both public and private
spaces.

(could be included as an addendum to
original Strategy).

2008–2009 Open Space Youth and Leisure

2.10 Asset Management/Capital Works Actions
Buildings account for 11.5% of Councils total Asset base. Emissions from the buildings sector account
for 42.8% of our emissions and cost Council over $768,000 in gas and electricity. Moreland is
continually updating and maintaining its asset base. To achieve a holistic and integrated approach to
asset management, the Assets area are developing a Total Asset Management Strategy. The following
actions recognise that it is integral to manage our infrastructure with a life cycle understanding and to
streamline the approach to ensure that we have a consistent approach to building, maintaining and
management of buildings and assets. 
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2.11 Street Lights Actions
Public lighting accounts for 19% of Council’s energy use and costs Council over $809,000 annually.
Huge savings can be realised in this area.

Action
Year of
implementation Responsibility Stakeholders

Participate in the Northern Alliance for
Greenhouse Action (NAGA) Sustainable
Public Lighting project:
> Develop a Sustainable Public Lighting

Action Plan (2007). Ensure that
walkability is taken into account in all
new and changeover projects.

> Implement the Sustainable Public
Lighting Action Plan

> Develop technical notes/product
specifications for public lighting to
ensure that all new lighting uses most
efficient technologies.

> Work with ICLEI, Municipal Association
of Victoria, MEFL and the Essential
Services Commission to negotiate fair
changeover and operation, maintenance
and repair cost for public lighting

> Work with Distributors to negotiate a fair
cost for replacement of existing lighting
with more efficient technologies.

> Develop a cross Council public lighting
reference group with Distributors 

2007

2007 > ongoing

2007/08

2007/08

2007/08

2007

Sustainable
Development

Transport
Engineering
Asset
Management 

Sustainable
Development 

NAGA

Transport
Development
Sustainable
Development

Asset
Management

NAGA Councils

Municipal
Association of
Victoria

Systematically retrofit 20% of Council
streetlights per annum (when operation,
maintenance and repair charges are
confirmed with Distributors). 

2007/08 Transport
Development 

NAGA

Undertake audit and retrofit of all Council
controlled public lighting with T5 or
equivalent technology 

2007–2008 Sustainable
Development
Facility Managers

Building
Maintenance
Property Services
Electrical
Contractors

Replace council operated traffic lights with
Light emitting diode’s (LED’s) (3 sites per
year until all lights have been changed over)

2006/07 >

ongoing
Asset
Management 
(Strategy)
Transport
Development
(Implementation)
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Action
Year of
implementation Responsibility Stakeholders

Reduce Council and community waste to
landfill:
> Undertake waste audits for composition

data
> Utilise the waste charge to encourage

bin downsizing
> Promote green waste collection service
> Develop an education/promotion

strategy.

2007 > ongoing

2007 > ongoing

2007 > ongoing
2007 > ongoing

Env. Engineering

Env. Engineering

Env. Engineering
Env. Engineering

Community

Council staff

Darebin City
Council

Increase Council and community green
waste and composting:
> Establish base line data and set annual

reduction targets
> Investigate barriers to composting/worm

farming
> Establish ‘at home’ composting/worm

farming of organics as the optimal
method

> Offer compost bins and worm farms at a
discount rate

> Increase community skills in establishing
and managing ‘at home’ composting/
worm farming

> Promote sustainable 
gardening 

> Establish a system for collection and
treatment of business generated
organics, and organics from residential
properties with no on site capacity

> Investigate the feasibility of a kerbside
organics collection, to tackle the
diversion of organics from properties
where there is no interest in undertaking
on-site composting.

2007/08 >

ongoing
2007/08 >

ongoing
2007/08 >

ongoing

2007/08 >

ongoing
2007/08 >

ongoing

2007/08 >

ongoing
2007/08 >

ongoing

2007/08 >

ongoing

Env. Engineering

Env. Engineering

Env. Engineering

Env. Engineering

Env. Engineering

Env. Engineering

Env. Engineering

Env. Engineering

Community
Council staff
Darebin City
Council

Promote environmentally sensitive
consumption: 
> Educate staff and community to reduce

resource and embodied energy waste
through responsible product
consumption patterns.

2007/08 >

ongoing
Env. Engineering

2.12 Waste Action
The Australian Greenhouse Office reported that in 2003, greenhouse gas emissions from waste were
11% higher than in 1990. The concern is that under a business as usual scenario, these emissions are
expected to rise by 81% by 2020. These emissions are generated through the extraction and transport
of raw materials, manufacturing processes, excessive consumption and waste collection, as well as from
waste stored at landfill. The Draft Moreland Waste and Litter Strategy intends to reduce emissions
through a number of actions:
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Action
Year of
implementation Responsibility Stakeholders

Work with MEFL to undertake cultural
sensitive community awareness/behaviour
change training to reduce emissions and
carbon footprint.

2007/08 Sustainable
Development
Environmental
Engineering
Transport
Development

Community
TravelSmart 

Advocate for better public transport for all
Moreland residents.

2007 > ongoing Councillors Transport
Development

Support and advocate car share project. 2007 > ongoing Transport
Development

Councillors
Community

Support renewal works to Upfield path and
creek paths for cycling and walking to
encourage active transport.

2007 > ongoing Asset Management
Transport
Development

Community
Councillors

Support more Cyclovia, promotion of
sustainable transport and walking school buses.

2007 > ongoing Transport
Development

Community
Councillors

Work closely with CERES to support and
grow the Community Climate Change
Action Group.

2007 > ongoing Sustainable
Development 
CERES

Community
MEFL

Work with local business to:
> Develop quarterly newsletters to include

sustainability information
> Host business events/training to include

sustainability 
> Scope, develop and implement

development of sustainability focused
business programs in Moreland.

2007/08 >

ongoing
2007/08 >

ongoing
2007/08 >

ongoing

Economic
Development
Economic
Development
Economic
Development

Councillors
MEFL
CERES
VillageWell

Structure Plan:
> Improve viability of local areas through

improved ranges of services and mixture
of uses. Also increase walkability and
liveability. Maintain adequate street
lighting to encourage walking and cycling.

2007/08 >

ongoing
Activity Centres Sustainable

Development

Circulate (via rates notices, Council
newsletters etc) information to all residents
on an annual basis that will provide
information on what they can do to reduce
their household emissions to zero.

2007/08 >

ongoing
Sustainable
Development
Environmental
Engineering
Transport
Development

Revenue and
valuations

Social Development Department to prepare
a plan on how Council can utilise all its
existing networks – neighbourhood houses,
senior citizens clubs, sporting clubs etc – as
a tool for community engagement and
information on climate change issues.

2007/08 >

ongoing
Social
Development

Sustainable
Development
MEFL

2.13 Community Actions
In 2001, Greenhouse gas pollution for the Moreland community was 1,837,895 tonnes. This is the equivalent of
around 37 billion balloons (1 balloon = 50 grams of greenhouse gas). There is growing international consensus that
we need to reduce our emissions by 60% by 2050 to avoid catastrophic climate change. However, community energy
use is projected to increase by 50% by 2020. Moreland Council will undertake a number of initiatives to assist the
community to reduce their emissions and will support MEFL and CERES to strengthen their community action.
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The Moreland Energy
Foundation (MEFL)
While there are numerous
groups and people who actively
participate in emission reduction
activities in Moreland, the key
ones include MEFL, CERES 
and NAGA.

MEFL is a community-based
organisation devoted entirely to
reducing greenhouse emissions
from the Moreland community.
Established by Moreland City
Council in 2001, MEFL has
flourished over the past few
years into a highly expert and
active organisation working with
a wide variety of groups and
individuals from the Moreland
community. MEFL has a strong
focus on reducing emissions
through cutting electricity use,
but also works on reducing car
based travel and increasing the
use of renewable energy. 

MEFL offers a range of free
services to Moreland community
members and also takes a
community development
approach to engaging a diverse
range of people in emission
reduction activities. MEFL
community projects include:

Households and 
Community 

Actions 2007 >
ongoing

Home Energy Star – free energy
audits for Moreland residents. 

Move towards a workshop based
approach to reach more people,
whilst continuing to provide
individual audits where necessary.

5 Star Renovators Service – free
one hour consultation for
Moreland residents. 

Continue to pursue new avenues
for promotion of this service,
including through Council’s
planning process and through
real estate agents.

Home Energy Action Training. Deliver training sessions for staff,
parents and friends of seven
local kindergartens and childcare
centres. 

Kinda Cooling project – Assists
local kindergartens and childcare
centres find ways to passively
cool their buildings, avoiding the
need to run or install air
conditioning.

Monitor bill data for the
participating kinders and centres
to assess whether their energy
use changes following the Kinda
Cooling project. MEFL will also
hold Home Energy Action
workshops for the staff, parents
and friends of the kinders and
centres.

First Rate assessments – All new
residential dwellings must be
rated by an accredited energy
rater and comply with the 5 Star
energy standards set by the
Victorian Government. 

Increase the number of
accredited raters on staff, and
will continue to provide First
Rate assessments as requested. 

Sustainability Streets Continue to work with Council
and Vox Bandicoot to deliver
Sustainability Streets 

“Climate Cam” – Real time
energy use data

Work with Council, Newcastle
City Council, State Government
and energy providers to develop
real time energy usage and
greenhouse gas emission data
for Community. 

Provide regular greenhouse
emission information to
community
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For more information about the
great work that MEFL are
implementing and how you can
access their services, see their
website at:
http://www.mefl.com.au/ 
or call 9380 1722.

Training 
Actions 2007 >
ongoing

Introduction to Energy
Management 

MEFL will continue to deliver
energy management training
and will be looking at options
for expanding/adapting the
service to meet the growing
demand for energy services
training.

Home Maintenance Team
Training

Explore opportunities to provide
Home Maintenance Team
Training to a wider audience

Green Electricians Program Continue to educate participant
electricians about greenhouse
issues and help build their capacity
to integrate energy efficiency
advice into their services. 

Business Program
Actions 2007 >
ongoing

Solar Cities – MEFL in
partnership with the Moreland
City Council has developed the
Coburg Solar Village proposal 

Implement a number of
initiatives as part of the Coburg
Solar Village project.

Phoenix Fridge Project – The
Phoenix Fridge Project is an
innovative enterprise increasing
fridge energy efficiency and
reducing overuse

Expand project to collect 5000
units per year

Explore potential to extend the
project state-wide.

Business Audits – MEFL provides
business energy audits, advice
and project management to
assist Moreland Business become
more efficient.

Continue to support local
business; in particular they will
work with Council and Village
Green on a ‘Green Streets’
program.
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CERES
Moreland is proud to house
CERES within the municipality.
CERES is a demonstration site for
innovation and living sustainably.
CERES is a community project
committed to achieving
environmental sustainability and
social equity with a special
emphasis on promoting
multicultural richness and
community participation. CERES
has been located on its Moreland
Council owned, 4 hectare site on
the banks of the Merri Creek, in
Brunswick East, since 1982. 

A diversity of projects operate
from CERES including: 

Many of these projects relate
strongly to increasing awareness
and providing solutions to
climate change problems. There
are demonstrations of producing
energy from renewable sources
(wind generation, photo-voltaic,
solar water heating, passive solar
building design), energy
conservation, innovative water
collection and recycling (tank to
toilet, shower to toilet, greywater
and blackwater treatment),
composting waterless toilets, bio-
diesel transport, local organic
food production. 

For more information about these
projects and the great work that
CERES is involved in see their
website: http://www.ceres.
org.au/index1024x768.htm

Northern Alliance on
Greenhouse Action (NAGA)
Moreland City Council is an active
member of the NAGA alliance of
local government organisations
and partners. NAGA works
cooperatively to support Council
operations emission reduction,
and also to reduce community
emissions. This has involved the
development of a range of
innovative programs that target
residential and business sectors
and transport. NAGA provides an
effective delivery for development
and implementation of large-scale
community emission reduction
projects. Key projects for 2007/08:
> Energy Smart Electricians
> Northern Metropolitan

Sustainability Streets
> Vic 1000 Sustainable Business

project
> Home Energy Action and

Business Energy Action
Projects

> Sustainable Public Lighting

Greenhouse Gas Reduction
Priorities
Moreland’s philosophy to
greenhouse gas reduction is in
line with the Northern Alliance
for Greenhouse Action (NAGA)
hierarchy approach to
greenhouse gas reduction and
sustainable energy action,
reflecting the fundamental need
to lower demand for energy
generation:
1. Energy Conservation
2. Energy Efficiency
3. Renewable Energy
4. Offsets

Other considerations included
when framing actions include: 
> ease and cost of

implementation
> capacity for education and

awareness raising
> capacity to deliver multiple

benefits (economic, social
and environmental)

> monitoring and reporting
progress

Project 
Actions 2007 >
ongoing

Practical demonstrations of
environmentally sound practices 

Solar power, wind power, water
conservation, waste
management, habitat
reclamation, organic agriculture

Community activities Community gardens and
chickens, bike group, Alternative
Technology Association, LETS,
festivals and events, volunteer
opportunities, activities for
people with disabilities

Climate Change Action Group Opportunity for the community
to work on local actions. The
group will also be producing
displays of fossil fuel free
transport options – particularly
electric vehicles and bio-fuels.

School educational activities CERES provides a place for
schools to visit and experience
environmental and cultural
awareness, working in schools so
they embody best environmental
practice

Training for adults and
unemployed

Courses include gardening,
permaculture, worm farms,
planting and propagation and
organic vegetable gardening



3.1 Triple Bottom Line
Moreland aims for a triple
bottom line approach that
means social, environmental and
economic factors must be taken
into account when addressing
climate change. Not only does
this promote a socially and
environmentally sustainable
community, it ensures long-term
outcomes are optimised. In
contrast, traditional economic
analysis only takes into account
short-term outcomes and does
not represent the value placed
by people on the future.

Existing economic models
assume steady, smooth growth
in Gross Domestic Product while
climate change science tells us
of the likelihood of potential
climate shocks that could
disrupt economic growth. The
impacts of climate change must
be evaluated against many
criteria including social,
economic and environmental
factors, many of which cannot
usefully be reduced to simple
monetary units. 

The social case
The social consequences of
climate change are wide
ranging. While societies that live
in low lying flood prone areas
have much to lose, even people
in the relative safety of
Moreland will suffer from the
impacts. On the other side of
the equation, there are
numerous social benefits from
action to reduce greenhouse
emissions. Flow on effects from
implementation of CAP include:
> Opportunities for local

economic development in
providing the goods and
services required by the
community to respond to
climate change.

> Improvement in community
relations and fostering a
greater sense of community
through initiatives which
engage people working
positively together.

> Reduced council expenditure
on energy and fuel.

> Reduced traffic congestion
leading to improved local 
air quality.

Our holistic approach also
relates to the development of
this strategy. We have created a
draft framework for greenhouse
abatement implementation
which requires integrating
abatement actions into existing
workplans and planned capital
works over the coming years.
Incorporating greenhouse 
action into everything we do 
is our goal.

3.2 The Business Case
for Early Action on
Climate Change
In October 2006 a report
written by Sir Nicholas Stern,
Head of the British Government
Economic Service and former
World Bank economist, soundly
demonstrated that the cost of
acting to prevent further climate
change is overshadowed by the
costs of not acting. He found
that climate change has
important implications for future
economic growth and
development in all parts of the
world and that “business as
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The City of Newcastle,
in NSW, carried out an
energy efficient retrofit
of lighting in the City
Administration Centre.
This action has reduced
energy consumption by
47% saving about 350
tonnes of CO2e per
year. With a project
cost was $52,000 and
annual energy savings
of $18,000, the project
had a payback period
of 2.5 years. In total,
Newcastle’s energy
efficiency initiatives
have led to savings of
around $1 million per
year in energy costs.

ICLEI – Local Governments for
Sustainability, 2006

Part 3 – Supporting Information
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usual” will derail growth. Global
warming could cost the world’s
economies up to 20 per cent of
their gross domestic product
(GDP) if urgent action is not
taken to stop floods, storms and
natural catastrophes. The Stern
report said the world had to
shift to a “low-carbon”
economy through measures such
as tax, carbon trading and
regulation of emissions.

In 2006, the Australian Business
Roundtable on Climate Change
commissioned the Allen
Consulting Group to investigate
the business case for early action
on climate change in Australia.
The findings clearly showed that
delayed action would not only
cost more, but also the costs
would be concentrated over a
much shorter period, which may
lead to a major disruptive shock
to the Australian economy.

However, taking early action
would provide 3.5 million jobs
more than under the delayed
action scenario. Electricity costs
will be lower as business invests
earlier in a wider range of the
low and zero emission
technologies. Early market
uptake of the technology leads
to cost reductions through
greater economies of scale and
market experience. This provides
a wider portfolio of cost
effective technologies that can
be used to reduce emissions.

The good news is that many of
the answers and technology
required exist right now. By
acting early on climate change,
Victoria can capture new
opportunities and avoid higher
costs in the future. 

The Business Case for 
Council Action
Planning and investment
decisions made now will affect
our greenhouse gas emissions
profile for decades to come.
Consequently, a key to reducing

future costs will be ensuring that
decisions taken now do not lock
us into costly emissions over the
long term or make emissions
reduction more difficult in the
future. By addressing community
as well as Council emissions,
CAP implementation can
support community members to
make wise investments, not
locking themselves into high
energy bills and high
greenhouse emissions.

3.3 Climate Change
Adaptation
While priority must continue to
be given to reducing greenhouse
gas emissions to limit the extent
and severity of climate change,
it is also important to develop
adaptation strategies that lessen
the impacts of climate change
on the environment, society and
the economy. The impacts of
climate change will have
implications for all Local councils
across Australia, and this needs
to be reflected in activities and
policy. Adaptation strategies can
also be developed to exploit
opportunities that may arise in a
changing climate.

Recognising the precautionary
principle, adaptation action can

be progressed now, averting
serious future damage and/or
avoiding the need for more
costly remedial action in the
future. Important adaptive
actions which Moreland Council
can undertake to minimise
impacts on the municipality
include fully integrating
adaptation into development
and planning processes to
address, for example, building
codes, design and maintenance
of infrastructure (including
drainage), water resources,
health responses, biodiversity,
heritage areas and climate
effected industries. 

What is the
Precautionary
Principle?
The precautionary principle
states that, where scientific
evidence is uncertain, decision
makers should take action to
limit continued environmental
damage and err on the side of
caution. This was inserted into
the United Nations Rio
Declaration of 1992, which
states that lack of scientific
certainty shall not be used as a
reason for postponing cost
effective measures to prevent
environmental degradation.
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3.4 Climate Change
Risk Management
Moreland City Council’s total
asset portfolio is approximately
$1.2 billion dollars (including
land). The four largest assets
within the portfolio are:
> Road Assets 44%
> Drainage 10.2%
> Buildings 11.5%
> Land 30.9%
> Other 3.4%

Under a current business as
usual scenario, Council intends
to invest the following
maintenance and renewal costs
over the next 15 years:

Current climate change
scenarios predict an increase in
severe weather events such as
storms and floods, which has
the potential to damage and/or
destroy Council assets. 

As climate changes, human
behaviour will need to adapt to
accommodate the variations.
Effective adaptation however,
requires an awareness of the
risks posed by climate change
and, importantly, an
understanding of the relative
significance of those risks. An
effective risk management
process is used to determine the
possible impacts on the activities
of a specific business or
organisation. Moreland City
Council will undertake an

analysis of the potential impacts
of climate change on the
municipality and subsequently
develop an Adaptation and Risk
Management strategy.

3.5 Policy Context
CAP exists in a context of a wide
variety of Government policies
and programs at a State and
Federal level, as well as a diverse
policy environment within
Moreland Council. Other levels
of Government can use their
powers positively to impact
upon local emission reduction,
for instance through the
implementation of building and
appliance standards and
mandatory reporting legislation.
To achieve the stretch goal of
carbon neutrality, Moreland City
Council will need to act to
influence State and Federal
Government, to ensure they are
acting consistently with the
stretch goal. 

Federal Policy 
The Australian Government,
states and territories have
agreed to develop a nationally
consistent framework for
greenhouse and energy
reporting by industry. On 14 July
2006, the Council of Australian
Governments (COAG) agreed
that a single streamlined system
that imposes the least cost and
red tape burden is the preferable
course of action. The reporting
system would be based on
national purpose-built legislation
to provide for cost-effective
mandatory reporting and
disclosure at the company level.
COAG has asked senior officials
to report back, by December
2006, with a detailed proposal
for the reporting system,
including advice on timing,
thresholds and governance
arrangements. Key Federal
policies and reports include:

Early Action on
Climate Change

Global warming could
cost the world’s
economies up to 20 per
cent of their gross
domestic product (GDP)
if urgent action 
is not taken to stop
floods, storms and 
natural catastrophes.

The Stern Report, Sir Nicholas
Stern, UK Treasury, 2007

Asset

Projected
maintenance
and renewal
expenditure
for the next
15 years
(million)

Road $88,155 

Drainage $7,818 

Buildings $38,364 

Open Space $4,425
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> Energy Efficiency in
Government Operations

> National Greenhouse Strategy
1998

> Climate Change Impacts &
Risk Management

> Minimum Energy
Performance Standards

> Securing Australia’s Energy
Future

> National Greenhouse
Response Strategy (NGRS)
1992 

The Cities for Climate Protection
(CCP) Campaign is one of the
major initiatives for Local
Government sponsored by the
Federal Government and
delivered by ICLEI – Local
Governments for Sustainability.

State Policy
In 2006, the Victorian State
Government released “Our
Environment, Our Future –
Sustainability Action Statement”.
A key goal of the statement is to
respond to the challenge of
climate change. The Victorian
Government aims to play its part
in international efforts to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions
sufficiently to eliminate any
dangerous threat to the climate.
The Action Statement includes
budget allocations to support
the Solar Village project for
Coburg and the further
development of the STEPS and
SDS project. In 2005, the State
Government released the
Greenhouse Strategy Action Plan
Update with commitments to:
> Position the economy for a

low carbon future.
> Work with communities to

reduce greenhouse emissions.
> Transform urban areas for

sustainability.
> Adapt to climate change.
> Reduce emissions from land

management practices.

Major policies include:
> The Framework Convention

on Climate Change (FCCC) –
March 1994

> Victorian Greenhouse
Strategy 2002

> Greenhouse Strategy Action
Plan Update 2005
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Council Plan 2005–2009
Moreland City Council seeks to
create an environmentally
sustainable and liveable city,
where people can shop, work
and socialise locally. A city
where a car and high income
are not necessary for a rich and
rewarding quality of life. A city,
which will continue to provide a
range of opportunities and
choices for a diverse and
prosperous community.

The development of the Climate
Action Plan 2007–2012 (CAP)
included seminars and
workshops with staff and the
community. The following vision
was developed through those
interactions.

Moreland Community
Vision 
In achieving carbon neutrality:
> Pedestrian villages with high

levels of public transport,
walkability and bike lanes

> Creation of a Moreland
Energy Services Company

> Wide spread community
understanding and action on
climate change

> Carbon neutral community
by 2030

Moreland City Council
Climate Action Vision
In achieving carbon neutrality:
> Sense of urgency to action,

no longer a business as usual
approach

> Sustainability as the norm
> Efficient building structures

and operations
> Council Key Performance

Indicator’s to meet

greenhouse targets and
business outcomes

> More efficient fleet
(electric/hybrid/alternative
fuels)

> Development of long term
asset strategies with priorities
to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions

> Conscious resource allocation
> Long term view for project

sustainability through
evaluation in development of
works program

> Implement actions in the
Climate Action Plan

Carbon neutral by 2020
Moreland’s ONE COMMUNITY
PROUDLY DIVERSE motto strives
toward true sustainability by
linking financial, social,
environmental and cultural
factors together in everything
we do. In this spirit, climate
change is not considered a
political issue. It is a global issue
that requires local, state and
federal government support to
significantly reduce greenhouse
emissions. Since 1996, Moreland
has developed a number of
Council and community
strategies and plans that focus
on specific aspects of
environmental sustainability.
Council has incorporated
sustainability principles into each
of its four high-level policy
documents: the Council Plan,
the Mayor’s Speech, the
Municipal Strategic Statement
and the Municipal Public 
Health Plan. 

The Climate Action Plan
identifies other strategies and
plans throughout Council that

will have an impact on climate
change and works with each
Business Unit to focus on
environmental sustainability.
Current policies include:
> Moreland Open Space

Strategy 2004
> Moreland Greenhouse

Abatement Strategy and
Greenhouse Action Plan
2001

> Watershed 2005
> Moreland Integrated

Transport Strategy 1996
> Moreland Waste

Management and Litter
Strategy Draft 2006

> Moreland Street Landscape
Strategy

> Urban Villages Strategy
> Central Coburg 2020
> Moreland Stormwater

Management Plan
> Pedestrian Strategy (draft)
> Moreland Bike Plan
> Green Travel Plan
> Parking Strategy – Parking

Action Plan 1
> Public Lighting Policy
> Integrated Environment Plan

2006–2011
> Road safety Strategy
> Total Assets Management

Strategy (draft)

3.6 Environmental
Refugees and Local
Government Policy
Global warming and
environmental change has had a
dramatic impact on Pacific Island
states, which is evidenced in the
rise of sea levels that have
submerged large areas of
seashore and formerly food-
producing land. The Carteres
Islands near Bougainville, in

Moreland Policy
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PNG, serve as the most dramatic
example of the impact of
climatic change and the
devastating effects that it can
have on the environment and on
communities. In this case the
loss of large areas of scarce land,
the loss of soil, destruction of
crops and loss of drinking water
due to rising sea levels, which is
caused by global warming, has
forced people to leave their
island homes and to relocate to
other larger islands, which are
already straining under the
pressure of increased population,
adding to the pressures on an
already fragile environment. 

The Carteres islanders are
perhaps the most dramatic
example that illustrates the now
emerging and increasingly
pressing phenomenon of
environmental refugees. Other,
perhaps less dramatic examples
abound in the Pacific Island
states, which have had to
contend with loss of land,
serious damage to the fragile
island habitats and the slow but
steady dislocation of populations
due to climate change.

The call by the Pacific Island
states for the ‘first world’8 to
take heed of their plight and to
stop environmental damage,
particularly the issuing of an
urgent plea to reduce carbon
emissions in the atmosphere, has
had little impact on government
policies in countries, such as the
US and Australia, and on
stopping the damage done to
the Pacific Islands.9

There is an urgency to assisting
Pacific island states and peoples.
The forms of assistance that are
being called for involve practical
measures that can be taken
immediately without imposing
an excessive burden on

neighbouring states, such as
Australia and New Zealand.

Training and retraining
Pacific Island states are
concerned at the loss of
population, which would
deplete their workforce and
communities and would prefer
to relocate climate refugees on
their territories. They also insist
that they be consulted and
involved on any initiatives that
concern the relocation of their
citizens away from their
homelands. 

Training and retraining for their
citizens is regarded as a crucial
issue that would offer an
opportunity for Pacific Islander
to build viable, sustainable and
productive lives. 

Australia is well-positioned to
offer such opportunities both in
the Pacific Islands themselves
and by admitting Pacific Islander
students – free of charge – to
our TAFE and University courses.
This issue needs to be raised
with the federal government.

An advocacy role for local
government
Local governments, such as
Moreland, can also play an
important part in this effort.
They can assist by drawing
attention to climate refugees
and advocate for change to
Australian policies and program
to take account of
‘Environmental refugees’. Local
governments can demand that
Australia’s foreign Aid programs
(i.e. such as those currently ran
by AUSAID) be suitably adapted
and appropriately resourced, in
consultation and cooperation
with Pacific Island states, to
provide needed educational and

training opportunities for Pacific
islanders that respond to and
meet the real training needs of
the local populations.

Local government can also
demand that Australia’s
immigration laws be modified to
include an “Environmental
Refugee Category”, perhaps
along the lines of New Zealand’s
“Pacific Islands Category”,
which would enable students,
trainees and temporary workers
to attend courses or to work in
Australia so that they can earn
incomes and develop skills that
they can then take back to their
homelands.

A practical role for local
government
Local government, such as
Moreland, can also take the
initiative by developing an
employment strategy for
environmental refugees. There
are a number of areas of labour
shortage, such as aged care,
youth, health and welfare, for
example, that could offer
employment. This initiative could
provide important support and
help galvanise other local
governments to follow the
initiative. Local government is
ideally placed to take the
initiative and to drive change on
behalf of environmental
refugees.

8 Friends of the Earth, 2005, A Citizen’s Guide to Climate Refugees, Melbourne, FOE
9 Caldwell, J & Peebles, D., 2006, Our Drowning Neighbours: Labour’s Policy Discussion Paper of Climate Change in the Pacific, ALP, Canberra.
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3.7 Stakeholders
CAP draws together a number
of stakeholders who work
within Moreland or are a part of
the broader Moreland

community addressing climate
change. Other organisations
involved in, or working with
Moreland in the implementation
of Climate Action Plan:

Stakeholder Role
Moreland Energy Foundation
(MEFL)

Work with the community to
raise awareness and provide
practical solutions to reduce
emissions.

CERES Provide environmental education
and renewable technology
demonstrations for community.

Northern Alliance for
Greenhouse Action (NAGA)

Develop and implement regional
greenhouse abatement projects
and secure funding for project
implementation.

Victorian State Government Provide leadership and funding
for climate change action. Works
with other State governments
through COAG to influence
national climate change policy.

Australian Federal Government Provide leadership and funding
for climate change action.
Influence international climate
change policy through the Kyoto
process, trade practices and
research and development into
renewable energy.

Municipal Association of Victoria
(MAV)

Provide network and advocacy
for social and environmental
projects and initiatives. 

Victorian Local Government
Association (VLGA)

Provide training and assistance in
sustainable governance and
environmental stewardship.

ICLEI – Local Governments for
Sustainability 

Cities for Climate Protection Plus
(CCP Plus) Campaign, Triple
Bottom Line Program and assist
Councils in obtaining funding.
Provide greater support in
advocacy.

Climate Justice

The over consumption of
industrialised countries has
had a major impact on climate
change. The world’s poor are
disproportionately feeling the
impacts of climate change
through food security, water
scarcity, health and loss of
biodiversity. We therefore
have a moral responsibility
firstly to make deep cuts in
our emissions and also to take
responsibility for the plight of
other nations. Those already
affected by poverty,
malnutrition and disease will
face new hardships. When
both governments and
individuals take serious action
to reduce our emissions and
help our neighbours to deal
with the potentially
catastrophic impacts, Australia
will be on the way to
addressing our responsibilities
to the people of the Global
South and preventing this
imminent humanitarian crisis.
See Part 3 Supporting
Information for more
information about
environmental refugees and
the role for local government.

Climate Justice: A Fair Share
of the Atmosphere, Friends of
the Earth 2006
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3.8 Results of
Inventory: Council and
Community Emissions

Council Emissions 2004/05
Direct greenhouse gas emissions
from Moreland City Council
come from a range of sources
including electricity, gas,
transport fuel and waste. Direct
emissions are calculated by
collecting all energy use and
waste data and then applying
the Australian Greenhouse
Office approved models and
coefficients. All council
emissions are calculated using
the Cities for Climate Protection
(CCP) software.

In 1995/96 Moreland City
Council emitted a total of
15,946 tonnes of CO2e
annually. In 2000/01, the total
amount of CO2e had decreased
dramatically to 11,737 tonnes (a
decline of 20%). Moreland was
successful in reaching its
intermediate reduction goal of
20% by 2002 through the
purchase of GreenPower,
passenger vehicle efficiency and
management improvements in
some facilities.

Recent results from the 2004/05
inventory show that for the
2004/05 financial year, Moreland
City Council emitted a total of
4,482 tonnes of CO2e (a further
decline of 61.8 % from 2000/01,
and 72% below 1995/6).

This reduction in CO2e is
primarily due to the purchase of
additional Green Electricity. In
the 2004/05 financial year,
Moreland City Council
purchased 10,016 MW/hrs of
Green Electricity for 100% of
Moreland City Council buildings
and almost 100% of
streetlights. The purchase of
Green electricity has masked
what is in fact an 18.63%
growth in overall energy
consumption. 

Sources of Council Emissions
The four main Council sectors
for CO2e are:
> Buildings
> Fleet
> Streetlights
> Waste.

3.8.1 Buildings and Facilities
As illustrated in figure 9,
between 1995/96 and 2004/05
Council energy consumption
steadily increased. However, as
illustrated in figure 10 overall
emissions from Moreland City
Council buildings and facilities
decreased by 56% due to
GreenPower and Green Energy
subscriptions, renewable energy
installations and improved in-
house leisure centre
management. Figures from the
2004/05 inventory show that
due to additional GreenPower
and Green Energy purchase and
energy efficiency projects
Council reduced it’s emissions by
a further 35% over 2000/01
emission levels. 

Figure 9: Building Energy Use 
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Figure 10: Building CO2e
Emissions

Whilst energy usage has
decreased in a number of sites,
overall consumption has
increased by 14.24%. The
majority of sites have had a
steady or slight increase in
electricity use since 2000/01. 

The most significant increases
include the Brunswick Baths,
which has had a significant
increase in gas consumption.
Similarly the Oak Park Pool, the
Bob Hawke Centre and the
Brunswick offices have also all
seen increases. A major water
leak at the Oak Park pool meant
that continual top-up water
required heating. 

Council’s Meals on Wheels
Kitchen operates from the Bob
Hawke Centre, which has
recorded a 26% increase in total
energy use, this is partly due to
an increase in extra meals being
provided to the community. A
number of smaller community
halls and buildings have also seen
an increase, primarily due to
extended operating hours and
service provision. 2005 was also
the hottest year on record, which
resulted in an increase in air
conditioning use across all sites. 

In the past five years there have

also been a number of
significant building changes,
including the depot
rationalisation process that has
seen the closure of Albert Street
Depot and the demolition of the
old South Street Depot. Bush
Reserve is also in the process of
relocating most of its operations
to the new sustainably
redesigned Walter Street
complex as illustrated in figure
11. The 2004/05 inventory
shows a temporary increase in
the overall energy consumption
from the depots, as there is a
cross over period before sites
close or have been demolished.
Future inventories should record
financial and energy savings
from these changes.

Figure 11: Top 10 Buildings
CO2e, 2000/01 and 2004/05
before GreenPower
abatement.
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3.8.2 Vehicle Fleet 
Figure 12 and 13 illustrate fuel
consumption and associated
emissions between 1995/06 and
2000/01. Emissions from the
vehicle fleet decreased by 6%
due primarily to fuel efficiency
considerations in passenger
vehicle purchasing and driver
education programs. However,
in the 2004/05 financial year,
equivalent CO2e emissions from
the vehicle fleet totalled 2,466
tonnes, 43% higher than
2000/01 figures. 

Figure 12: Vehicle Fleet CO2e
Emissions

Figure 13: Vehicle Energy Use

The increase in energy use and
corresponding CO2e is largely
due to green waste collection
becoming an in-house service,
increasing the operating hours
of garbage trucks from 5 to 11
hours per day.

This increase masks to a large
extent other abatement actions
that have occurred in the last 2
years as part of the 2005 Vehicle
Policy. These include a decrease
in the number of six cylinder
vehicles by 21. According to the
2005 Vehicle Policy Report, the
conversion of six cylinder petrol
vehicles to either four cylinder
petrol or six cylinder LPG
vehicles have resulted in
reductions in CO2e by 348
tonnes per annum from August
2004 levels. 

Data from the Utilisation Survey
also showed that vehicle usage
has decreased from 2004–2006
by 6.8 equivalent full time
vehicles (EFTV). CO2e per vehicle
have also reduced from 0.52
tonnes for the month of August
04, to 0.39 tonnes for June 06.

Many of these savings from
passenger vehicles have also
been masked by the increased
usage and reduced fuel
efficiency of diesel vehicles.
Whilst passenger vehicles have
become smaller and more fuel
efficient there is less market
pressure on commercial and
industrial vehicle manufacturers
to implement the changes seen
in the domestic market. 

3.8.3 Streetlights
Between 1995 and 2000,
emissions from the provision of
public lighting increased by 12%
which was primarily due to the
increased installation of lighting.
According to the 2004/05
figures, energy use for the
provision of public lighting has
decreased slightly by 2.3% from
2001 figures. 
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Figure 14: Streetlight CO2e
Emissions

Figure 15: Streetlight Energy
Usage

Since the 2001 inventory,
Moreland undertook an audit of
all of the streetlights appearing
on our bills. It was found that
hundreds of lights were being
billed at a higher rate. The audit
also found that Council were
paying for a number lights not
owned by them in schools and
shopping areas, these lights
have subsequently been taken
off Councils total consumption
and cost. The current inventory
demonstrates a slight reduction
in energy usage and cost, this is
due to lights now being more
accurately recorded. 

Since 2000 however, Moreland
City Council has continued to
install lighting at new sub
divisions including Gowenbrae,
Riverwalk, Pentridge, Albert
Gardens (old Brunswick Primary
School), Marlborough Street,
Fawkner and Hoffmans
Brickworks in Brunswick, as well
as a number of additional
security and park lights
throughout Moreland. 

Street lighting CO2e have been
masked by the purchase of
green electricity, which has lead
to a 99.6% abatement.

Street lighting is an area that
has significant opportunities for
more efficient technologies.
While a number of trials for
more energy efficient street
lighting have been carried out in
Moreland, no large-scale
changes have yet taken place. 

3.8.4 Waste
Waste information has been
provided by Council’s
Environmental Engineering Unit.
Unfortunately all of the
municipalities waste (corporate
and community) is collected in
the one collection, which makes
it difficult to determine Council’s
corporate waste separate from
community waste. Corporate
waste data in this report is
waste generated at the Coburg
Municipality offices and does
not include other Council
facilities directly influenced by
Council. Therefore community
waste data includes all other
Council buildings and offices.

Council has made significant
inroads into diverting waste
from landfill over the past ten
years through the provision of
kerbside recycling and green
waste services as well as
support for home composting.
The reality is that significant
volumes of waste are still being
sent to landfill. While rates of
diversion to landfill have steadily
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Moreland Taking
Action

If every Moreland
household reduced their
energy use by 15% it
would prevent around
90,000 tonnes of
greenhouse pollution
from entering the
atmosphere each year. 
It would also reduce the
average household’s
energy costs by about
$270 a year.

MEFL, 2007



increased, the amount of waste
has also increased. See the Draft
Moreland Waste and Litter
Strategy 2007–2012 for further
strategies to reduce Moreland’s
waste. This strategy supports the
targets in the statewide Towards
Zero Waste Strategy.

The provision of green waste
services have avoided methane
emissions from landfill, however
it has increased Council’s
corporate emissions through
fuel used to collect the waste.

3.9 Community
Emissions 2004/05
3.9.1 Household
Household energy use in
Moreland leads to 558,548
tonnes of greenhouse pollution
being released into the
atmosphere each year and
accounts for around 30% of
Moreland’s emissions. This is the
equivalent of over 11 billion
balloons (1 balloon = 50 grams
of greenhouse gas). An average
Victorian home produces around
12 tonnes of greenhouse gases
each year, the equivalent of over
240,000 balloons of greenhouse
gas. Most of this energy is used
in heating and cooling our
homes, heating water and
running appliances.

Figure 16: Victorian
Residential End Use
Greenhouse Emissions 04/05

Source: Sustainability Victoria

Energy use in households is
predicted to grow by 53% by
2030 due to increased appliance
use and appliances that use
'standby' power. Standby power
in the typical home uses over
10% of electricity consumption.

3.9.2 Transport
Transport energy use in
Moreland leads to 377,422
tonnes of greenhouse pollution
and accounts for 20.5% of
Moreland’s emissions. After
electricity generation, transport
is the largest contributor to
greenhouse gas emissions in
Victoria.

In Moreland, passenger cars are
the most frequently used form
of transport but they also the
most greenhouse intensive. The
average car produces 4.5 tonnes
of greenhouse pollution a year,
which is the equivalent of
900,000 balloons. 

Did you know that 45% of the
trips made in Melbourne are
2km or less in length? Many of
these trips could be made on
foot, by bike or by public
transport and every litre of
petrol saved reduces greenhouse
gas emissions by 2.5 kilograms.

3.9.3 Business Energy Use in
Moreland 
Commercial and industrial
energy use in Moreland leads to
804,689 tonnes of greenhouse
pollution being released into the
atmosphere each year and
accounts for 43% of Moreland’s
emissions. 

Commercial energy use
accounts for over 13% of
emissions, yet is growing by
3.7% a year. Electricity is the
dominant energy source used in
the commercial sector and is
used mainly used for heating,
ventilation and air conditioning
(HVAC), lighting and hot water.
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Moreland Taking
Action

In Moreland we are
lucky to have lots of
transport options. Most
residents live less than
half a km from at least
one form of public
transport. There are also
lots of quiet streets and
bike lanes which make
it easy to ride and walk.
Increasing our use of
public transport, biking
and walking in
Moreland will
significantly reduce our
greenhouse pollution.
What’s more, it’s also
better for your wallet
and your health.

4

5

6

3

21

  %
1 Cooking 4
2 Appliances 29
3 Heating and cooling 26
4 Hot water 20
5 Lighting 9
6 Fridge and freezer 12
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Moreland Taking
Action 

By improving the energy
efficiency of their
operations, Moreland
businesses will also
enjoy added benefits
such as lower operating
costs, improved
profitability and
enhanced
competitiveness. Most
businesses could save
10–30% on energy
costs without reducing
productivity or comfort
levels. 

In a typical office, equipment
such as photocopiers,
computers, printers, fax
machines, refrigerators and
water heaters can account for
up to 30% of energy
consumption.

Industrial energy use accounts
for over 30% of emissions and
is also increasing by 2% p.a.
Major energy use includes gas
and fuel use for furnaces and
boilers, and electricity for
motors, lighting and other
processes.

Figure 17: Business Sector
Energy Services 2004/05

Source: Sustainability Victoria
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1 Steam 9
2 Refrigeration 7
3 HVAC 36
4 Water heating 20
5 Lighting 17
6 Cooking 11



What are Emission Factors?
Electricity is generated from a range of energy sources. Energy
sources commonly used are brown coal (lignite), black coal
(anthracite), natural gas and hydroelectricity. Each state uses a
different mix of these energy sources, amongst others. All energy
sources have different greenhouse intensities. Greenhouse
intensity is a measure of the equivalent tonnes of carbon dioxide
(a combination of the various gases) produced per unit of energy
generated. As a result, the production of the electricity used in
each state emits a different amount of greenhouse gases – and
these are calculated into a single figure of equivalent tonnes of
carbon dioxide (CO2e) using ‘emission factors’ for each state.
The emission factors are determined by an Australian
Greenhouse Office (AGO) study that looks at the proportion of
various sources of electricity used in any one year.

How are Emission Factors Calculated?
The emission factor for a given year is determined by looking at
the energy sources used in that year, and deriving a ‘weighted
average’ of their greenhouse intensities. Given the method used,
the uncertainty level in the study should be relatively low.

Because the actual energy used is the basis of the calculations,
emission factors cannot be determined until the mix of energy
sources used in that year has been thoroughly researched. This
means that the analysis is historical. 

The AGO undertakes a detailed analysis to develop forecasted
emission factors. This is done on the basis of a study of a range
of variables such as capacity of different generation plants, new
plants coming on line, energy sources used and policy
environment of each state

How will the Changes Impact on Council’s
Emissions and Reporting?
Council’s reported greenhouse gas emissions may be impacted
on by changing emission factors. Due to different years having
different emission factors, two years with identical energy use
may have different levels of greenhouse gas emissions. In some
states the relevant emission factors will increase over time, while
in others a decline is anticipated or may already be evident. 

The fluctuation in emission factors is quite normal and should be
expected to continue to occur.

Cities for Climate Protection Australia, 2004
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Feedback and Information

Moreland City Council welcomes your feedback, if you
have any questions or comments please contact Laura
Donnellan, Climate Change Coordinator on 9240 1264 or
email ldonnellan@moreland.vic.gov.au

For more information about climate change see
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/science/qa/index.html

For information about how to reduce energy at home,
work or in your neighbourhood, contact Moreland Energy
Foundation on 9381 1722 or visit
http://www.mefl.com.au 

If you would like to see renewable energy demonstrations
and experience holistic sustainable living, visit CERES, 8
Lee Street Brunswick.

To hear more about the Community Climate Action
Group and how you can become involved in local
initiatives, contact Alicia Crawford, Alicia@ceres.org.au or
9380 1556

This Action Plan is printed on 100% recycled paper.

To reduce waste, Moreland City Council has produced
minimal hard copies of this publication. A digital version is
available at http://www.moreland.vic.gov.au 



For further information contact: 

Moreland City Council
90 Bell Street 
Coburg 3058 

Phone: 03 9240 1111
Fax: 03 9240 1212
Email: info@moreland.vic.gov.au 
TTY: 9240 2256

Or visit our web site at 
www.moreland.vic.gov.au

Moreland City Council
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